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Foreword
I am delighted to have the opportunity to reflect

in Turkey and Brussels. At the same time, the

on some of the success stories achieved by GAGF.

implementation would have not been possible

This brochure provides sixteen case studies of

without the strong commitment of our local

companies that have benefited from this facility.

Partner Banks and KGF.

Most importantly, it reflects on the thoughts of
sixteen entrepreneurs who decided to make use

With respect to KGF, an institution that we have

of the facility in order to grow their business,

collaborated with for more than a decade, I am

create employment and increase wealth for

happy to highlight how transformational the

their community. This brochure celebrates

technical assistance has been to them. Thanks to

their success.

GAGF, their business model has been transformed
from a direct to a portfolio approach. This should

Let me take this opportunity to elaborate a little

strengthen such an organisation and provide us

on what characteristics make GAGF so special.

with new opportunities to further collaborate

First, GAGF brings together the EIF and the EIB

in the future.

as complementary institutions working together
holistically as the EIB Group. The value proposition

I therefore sincerely believe that GAGF has

of providing together risk sharing through EIF

set the foundation for this kind of facility to be

and funding through EIB is distinctly attractive

replicated and scaled both within Turkey and

as proven by the results thus far.

beyond. I am looking forward to the opportunities
and challenges that lie ahead on this front. Using

Second, GAGF brings together the EIB Group

financial engineering instruments to leverage

with the European Commission (DG REGIO

twenty times public funds such as has been

and EU Delegation) to address the challenge

the case in Pillar 2 of GAGF demonstrates how

of access to finance by micro-enterprises and

useful our involvement as a development finance

SMEs in the most disadvantaged regions of

institution can be with public authorities. In

Turkey. This intervention increased the level of

addition, the fact that 85% of this funding comes

financing in that region, which we like to believe

from the European Union, further strengthens

is now emerging and has an increasing number

our commitment to supporting the conversion

of investment opportunities.

path of Turkey within the EU.

Third, GAGF is structured in a way that the same

As a final remark, I would like to extend my

product is being delivered to the market by several

gratitude to all those involved in GAGF, from

Partner Banks. This enhances healthy competition

mandators to Partner Banks, and putting special

by those banks, whereby they can compete on

emphasis on micro-enterprises and SMEs.

better terms and distinguish themselves in terms

Ultimately, they are the key actors in the “real

of their brand, service and local network reach.

economy” and it is their success that we are
jointly celebrating today.

Fourth, GAGF is a model of collaboration amongst
public and private partners. Whilst EIF manages

Pier Luigi Gilibert

the overall facility, the success stories depicted

Chief Executive of the European
Investment Fund

in this brochure would not have been possible
without the efforts from the public authorities
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Greater Anatolia Guarantee Facility
Büyüyen Anadoluya Kredi Kolaylıkları
GAGF: A Financial Instrument
Blending Public and Private
Resources

Based on the successful results achieved, the
budget of GAGF was first increased in December
2012. The continuation of its success landed
its second budget increase two years later, in
December 2014. GAGF is expected to reach EUR

GAGF has been supporting micro-enterprises and

112.5 million of micro loans and EUR 900 million

SMEs in emerging regions of Turkey since 2011.

of loans by 2017.

GAGF was designed to generate EUR 37.5 million

Co-financed by the EU (85%) and Turkey (15%)

of micro-loans to micro enterprises and EUR

through IPA, GAGF is managed by EIF and mobilises

500 million of loans to SMEs through a combination

over EUR 1 billion of funds to increase access to

of long-term lending by EIB as well as portfolio

finance for micro-enterprises and SMEs in 43

guarantees and counter-guarantees by EIF. As

provinces of Turkey.

of today, 100% of these targets have been met.

TR 82
TR 83

TR 90

TR A2
TR A1

TR 72

TR B1
TR B2

TR 63

TR C1

TR C3
TR C2

Map of Turkey and its emerging 12 NUTS II Regions (Target Region)
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A Facility with Smart Features:
GAGF is a holistic facility designed for credit enhancement for MSMEs.
It consists of three main pillars:

Greater Anatolia
Guarantee Facility

Pillar 1

Pillar 2

Pillar 3

MICRO-CREDIT
COUNTER
GUARANTEE

SME LOAN
GUARANTEE

CAPACITY
BUILDING
& PROMOTION

EIB Greater Anatolia SME Loan Programme
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1. Micro-Credit Counter-Guarantee:
KGF launched “Micro-Credits to Micro-SMEs” guarantee scheme thanks to EIF counter-guarantee and
transformed its guarantee process completely thanks to the technical assistance provided by GAGF.
KGF partnered with 9 banks under the new Portfolio Guarantee System, which helped KGF issue
guarantees in as short time as one day, multiplying the volume and number of transactions processed.

EUR 13.5
million

EUR 90
million

EIF Counter
Guarantee

KGF
Guarantee

EUR 112.5
million
Bank Lending
to Micro
Enterprises

As of June 2015, more than 1,800
micro-enterprises have benefitted from
this collaboration (120% of the initial
target), amounting to a total portfolio of
EUR 37.5 million of loans (100% of the
initial target). The increased budget
(EUR 112.5 million of micro loans)
will help KGF continue meeting
the increasing demand for its
guarantees under the PGS on an
additional EUR 75 million of loans.
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2. SME Loan Guarantees:
EIB Group partnered with five banks, Akbank, Denizbank, Halkbank, Vakıfbank and Yapı Kredi (Partner
Banks) combining EIB funding and EIF risk-sharing to mobilise EUR 500 million of new SME lending
in the Target Region. The increased budget will elevate the overall amount of SME lending to EUR
900 million.

EUR 900 million
of lending incl.

Partner Banks funds

EUR 450 million
EIB Loan

EUR 40.5
million

EIF Guarantee

88

As of June 2015, more than
9,000 SMEs benefitted from
GAGF loans (200% of the
updated target), amounting
to a total portfolio of more
than EUR 600 million of loans
(67% of the updated target).

3. Capacity Building & Promotion:
Complementing the funding and risk sharing instruments under the first two pillars, Pillar 3 has been
offering capacity building opportunities to the key implementation partners, KGF, Partner Banks and
DGIT, who will continue implementing access to finance solutions for micro-enterprises and SMEs.
Promotion of the Facility supported the first two pillars by making it a well-known name for microenterprises and SMEs in the Target Region.

KGF

DGIT

‣ Consultancy work by Frankfurt School
of Finance and Management
‣ Development of PGS
‣ Institutional development at KGF

‣ Banking and Finance training
at Başkent University
‣ Trainings on EU Project Cycle
Management and Business English

Pillar 3
Partner
Banks

‣ Consultancy work by Pangaea Partners
‣ Diagnostics, recommendations
for implementation
‣ Trainings for bank personnel

Visibility

‣ Public events
‣ Visibility materials
‣ TV and radio spots at the Target Region
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State-of-the-art technology
control and automation systems,
production capacity of 30,000 tons
per month. All from scratch.

SONER IRON AND STEEL

Ömer Dolangaç lost his father at a very young age

3,000 m2 of indoor space, has a production capacity

and had to drop out of school at the age of 10 to

of 30,000 tons per month. Although Soner Iron

earn a living for his family. However, he pursued

and Steel only entered the steelmaking industry

his dream to continue studying after he turned 25,

in 2011, it has already become one of Hatay’s

completing secondary and high school, as well as

leading firms in terms of installed machinery and

getting a university diploma.

production capacity.

After working as a bookkeeper, foreman and

Mr. Dolangaç established a steel service center (SSC)

site supervisor for an iron and steel producing

on 4 hectares of land after receiving a GAGF loan

company - the dominant sector in Iskenderun - he

of TRY 2 million from Halkbank. He used the loan

established his own iron and steel company with

to purchase a cut-to-length and slitting machine.

the support of a family friend.

Now his company is carrying out activities with
state-of-the-art technology control and automation

Mr. Dolangaç’s main business, the Soner Steel

systems. He has plans to expand his business

Services Center, deals with the production and

and turn it into a fully-fledged, integrated iron

installation of steel piping systems as well as renting

and steel plant. The company had a turnover of

out construction and transportation machines.

TRY 11.5 million as of 2014.

The center, built on a 4,000 m2 plot of land with
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MANUFACTURING
HATAY
Hatay is located in the Mediterranean region
of Turkey and has a population of 1,520,000.
Hatay has a well-developed industry and wheat,
cotton, fresh fruit and vegetables, olives and
citrus fruits are among Hatay’s main agricultural
products. Hatay is considered to be one of the
oldest settlements in Turkey and has been
home to Anatolian civilizations throughout
history. With the archaeological sites, ancient
cities, churches and other historical structures
nearby, Hatay is one of Turkey’s most unique
and attractive tourist destinations.

GAGF PARTNER: HALKBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 12

BENEFITS:

ADDITIONAL
CREDIT
LINE

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

CO-FOUNDER AND CEO: ÖMER DOLANGAÇ

SME

Additional credit lines are made possible without increasing the collateral requirements for the SMEs.
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“Bank loans save lives, especially
for businesses with long-term
payment cycles like ours.”
Bekir Küçönder, Co-Founder

GÜLBAK BAKELITE

The story of Bekir Küçükönder, who manufactures

to kitchenware producers in the EMEA region

bakelite and steel handles for cookware in his

besides Turkey. The company manufactures 70%

2

factory within an enclosed area of 6,000 m in

of the handles produced in Kahramanmaraş, and

Kahramanmaraş, dates back 30 years.

is involved in the R&D and industrial design phases
of all its products.

In the late 1980s, he saw that an acquaintance who
had started manufacturing cooking pans and pots

A GAGF loan of TRY 300,000 of working capital from

was struggling to transport handles necessary for

Denizbank supported operations, especially in

the end product all the way from Istanbul. After

respect of long shipment periods of raw materials

spotting this market gap in Kahramanmaraş, where

from overseas. With Mr. Küçükönder’s new product

cookware manufacturing is the leading sector, he

plans for the future, the company is expected to

established Gülbak Bakelite in 1991.

outgrow the SME segment in near future.

Starting out initially with 3 employees and 1
production machine, Gülbak Bakelite is now a
company that employs 230 people and supplies
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MANUFACTURING
KAHRAMANMARAŞ
Kahramanmaraş is located at the point where
Turkey’s eastern and southeastern Anatolian
regions meet. Industry, trade, agriculture,
livestock and handicrafts form the basis of
Kahramanmaraş’s economy. Kahramanmaraş
has a population of 1,090,000 and is one of both
Turkey and the Middle East’s leading textile
and thread-making centers. The province also
produces 60% of Turkey’s metal kitchenware,
20% of the country’s paper, and 9% of its cement.
Kahramanmaraş is best known for the world
famous “Maraş ice cream,” produced with a
special recipe and known for its solid texture.

GAGF PARTNER: DENİZBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 230

BENEFITS:

LONGER TERM
LOAN

CO-FOUNDER: BEKIR KÜÇÜKÖNDER

SME
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Regional leader and role model
for locals.

BULGUROĞLU TEXTILE AND PACKAGING

Despite its humble beginnings in 1990, Bulguroğlu

southeastern Anatolia region, and it is among the

Textile and Packaging has been manufacturing

top ten companies in Turkey operating in its field

packaging tape since 1994, and is now capable

with USD 2.5 million worth of annual imports of

of producing every size, width and length of tape,

raw material to be used.

while the production capacity of the company has
reached 3 million m2 per month.

The founder, Tekin Bulguroğlu, is also rightfully proud
that the business has turned into an “entrepreneurial

With a GAGF loan of TRY 100,000 from Halkbank,

school” for its employees over the years and set

the company had the opportunity to amplify its

a good example for growth. Former employees

production by renovating its machinery and hardware

tend to start their own businesses in the region.

and increase the number of its employees.
Bulguroğlu Textile and Packaging now claims to
be the biggest packaging tape manufacturer in the
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MANUFACTURING
GAZİANTEP
The southeastern Anatolian city of Gaziantep
has a population of 1,900,000. Thanks to the
various transport opportunities and the city’s
proximity to port cities, it is one of Turkey’s most
prosperous provinces. Agriculture, livestock,
handicrafts, industry and trade form the basis
of Gaziantep’s economy. The world renowned
“Antep pistachios” are among the trademarks
of the area. The “Gypsy Girl” mosaic, recovered
from the ancient city of Zeugma and on display
at the Gaziantep Museum of Archaeology,
attracts tourists from all over the world.

GAGF PARTNER: HALKBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 17

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

CO-FOUNDER: TEKİN BULGUROĞLU

SME
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“Thanks to this loan opportunity,
nearly 200 disabled individuals
now have more secure places to
live.”
Osman Kılıç, Founder

ANATOLIA CITY MASS HOUSING CONSTRUCTION
COOPERATIVE FOR THE DISABLED
Despite the fact that housing is one of the fundamental

in slums under poor conditions and in restricted

human rights, disabled individuals face difficulties

living spaces.

in finding decent housing.
The founder of the cooperative, Osman Kılıç, states
The Anatolia City Mass Housing Construction

that currently nearly 200 disabled individuals are

Cooperative for the Disabled, established in Kayseri

living in these residences. They hope to increase this

in 2008, is a pilot social project developed for

number further within a very short period of time.

addressing this problem.
The cooperative benefitted from a EUR 10,000
In the cooperative, which is 10 km away from the city

grant provided by the EU for the advertisement

center, there are a thousand houses with facilities

and promotion of the project. A GAGF loan of

where such individuals are provided with health,

TRY 995,000 from Denizbank kicked in at the right

cleaning and educational services. The housing

time to complete the construction works quickly

project was designed in line with the specific

and smoothly. The cooperative is looking forward

needs of the disabled and was implemented by

to similar opportunities in the near future for the

the Anatolian Association for Disabled People,

upcoming phases of their project.

in an effort to prevent the disabled from living
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CONSTRUCTION
KAYSERİ
With a population of 1.3 million, Kayseri is
the Turkey’s 15th most populous city. As the
main center of industry and trade in central
Anatolia, it is situated at the juncture of railway
and road transport networks. The city has a
well-developed livestock industry. The nearby
Mount Erciyes (3,916 m), with its scenic beauty,
is also an important center for winter and
health tourism.

GAGF PARTNER: DENİZBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 11

BENEFITS:

LONGER TERM
LOAN

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

FOUNDER: OSMAN KILIÇ

SME
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“GAGF supported us to develop
organic agriculture projects and to
invest in a brand new facility.”
Ali Riza Boyraz, Founder and CEO

BOYRAZOĞLU AGRICULTURE

The story of Boyrazoğlu Agriculture dates back

employment for 100. The company collaborates

to 1989 as a family company founded by Ali Rıza

with farmers who produce organic agricultural

Boyraz, member of a farming family in Malatya,

products throughout Turkey and offers various

the city famous for its dried apricots.

fruit-based products. In addition to the domestic
market, products are exported to EU countries,

Mr. Boyraz foresaw the potential in the organic

particularly to Germany, as well as the US. The

food market long ago and decided to invest in

company boasted a turnover of TRY 32 million in

this area. In the last 26 years, the company has

2014 despite the problems in apricot yields caused

achieved excellent growth and is now well-known

by unexpected weather conditions.

in the production of organic pulp and concentrated
fruit juices. The company has reached a capacity

Mr. Boyraz states that they have used the long-term

of 300 tons of apricot production annually, and is

GAGF support of TRY 995,000 from Yapı Kredi to

among the top 10 exporting companies in Malatya.

develop organic agricultural projects and to invest
in new machinery and a new production facility.

Boyrazoğlu Agriculture had only 10 employees
when it was first established, and grew to provide
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AGRI-BUSINESS
AND TRADE
MALATYA
The eastern Anatolian city of Malatya has
a population of 770,000. The Malatya plain
allows the province to be a major exporter
of agricultural products. Turkey is the leader
country for apricot production and the vast
majority of Turkey’s apricots are grown in
Malatya; therefore, the province is nicknamed
“The Capital of Apricots.” Other fruits, grains,
sugar beets, tobacco and vegetables are also
grown in Malatya.

GAGF PARTNER: YAPI KREDİ
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 100

BENEFITS:

LONGER TERM
LOAN

FOUNDER AND CEO: ALİ RIZA BOYRAZ

SME
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“The GAGF loan helped us grow our
business beyond local boundaries.”
Murat Silahtaroğlu, CEO

SİLAHTAROĞLU CONSTRUCTION

Silahtaroğlu Construction is nowadays run by the

The company benefitted from a GAGF loan of

fourth generation of the family. Murat Silahtaroğlu

TRY 995,000 from Denizbank to increase the

now manages the family business with his children.

capacity of the company’s mining operations and
to purchase 3 stone-breaker compressors and

The company has investments in construction

1 sieving machine for mining operations. The

machinery, asphalt production facilities, concrete

company secured an increase in its volume of

production and mining operations in various cities

business shortly afterwards, which allowed them

throughout Turkey. The company is active in the

to conduct projects in 12 cities mostly in the east

construction of irrigation and treatment plants,

and Southeastern Anatolia as well as İstanbul

dams, pipelines, factories, schools, health care

and Ankara.

centers and roads.
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CONSTRUCTION
VAN
The eastern Anatolian city of Van is located on
the banks of Lake Van and has a population of
1,086,000. The main economic activity in Van is
livestock production; agricultural land is scarce
due to its harsh climate. Nevertheless, crops
such as barley, wheat, sugar beets and apples
are grown in Van. Industry in Van has begun to
develop in recent years. Currently operational
factories mainly process agricultural and
animal products. The Van cat, a rare breed
easily recognizable by its chalky white coat
and eyes of two different colors, originates
from the Van province. The Van Fortress and
the Armenian Church of the Holy Cross on
Akdamar Island in Lake Van attract thousands
of visitors every year.

GAGF PARTNER: DENİZBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 247

BENEFITS:

LONGER TERM
LOAN

CEO: MURAT SILAHTAROĞLU

SME
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“Our goal is to design
low-story steel buildings for regions
in Turkey which are vulnerable to
earthquakes.”
Zümrü Soslu, Founder

EMINPEN METAL CONSTRUCTION AND PREFABRICATE

Zümrüt Soslu moved to Istanbul from Erzurum

branches were also opened in Trabzon, Rize, Elazığ

at an early age and started to do business by

and Gaziantep. The company is also active in social

subcontracting at a metal prefabrication company.

responsibility projects. Some of their ideas include

In 2001, he founded his own company, Eminpen,

designing low-story steel buildings for regions in

for the manufacturing and sales of prefabricated

Turkey which are vulnerable to earthquakes, which

container steel houses and PVC window and door

includes their hometown.

systems with his brother, Metin Soslu, in Istanbul.
Although the recent political conflicts in neighboring
The Soslu brothers wanted to fulfil their dream

countries have been affecting their business, Mr.

of investing in their hometown, Erzurum, hence

Soslu is optimistic to restart their export activities

they opened a branch in the city in 2010. They used

while expanding their domestic network of sales

TRY 700,000 from Halkbank in 2013 to complete

branches in the medium and long term.

the factory in Erzurum. They manufacture and sell
prefabricated steel houses in their factory. New sales
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METAL MANUFACTURING
AND CONSTRUCTION
ERZURUM
With a population of 770,000, Erzurum is one of
the largest cities in Eastern Anatolia. The city
is situated on the historical Silk Road and it is
one of the most important trade centers both
in Eastern Anatolia and Turkey. Its economy
mainly relies on agriculture, but industry and
services sectors have also developed rapidly
in recent years. Manufacturing , mining and
energy sectors form the basis of industry in
Erzurum. Chemicals, plastics, metal , oil and
textiles stand out in terms of manufacturing
in the province. The city is also a popular
destination in Turkey for winter sports at the
nearby 3,185 m high Palandöken Mountain. The
city also hosts one of the largest universities
in Turkey, Ataturk University, with its more
than 40,000 students.

GAGF PARTNER: HALKBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 40

BENEFITS:

LONGER TERM
LOAN

FOUNDER: ZÜMRÜT SOSLU

SME
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Just the support needed on
the road to the next level.

BAŞDAŞ FOREIGN TRADE AUTOMOTIVE

Başdaş Foreign Trade Automotive started its activities

a new facility of 20,000 m2 and launching a new

with eight employees as a small-scale enterprise

office to improve the company’s sales and business

in Diyarbakır in 2004. Today, the company imports

development activities.

automotive spare parts from 28 countries including
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Japan, South Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, China,

Having reached a turnover of over TRY 14 million

Spain and Germany and sells them to wholesalers

in 2014, the company aims to expand its operations

in Turkey. The company serves more than 1,000

into neighboring countries. “The story behind this

customers while the number of employees has

growth is using the loans on the right investments,”

quadrupled in 10 years. Mr. Başdaş utilized a

says Mr. Başdaş, adding that his goal is to become

GAGF loan of TRY 300,000 from Denizbank to open

more specialised in this field.

TRADE
DİYARBAKIR
The southeastern Anatolian city of Diyarbakır
has a population of 1,635,000. Crafts such as
jewelry, silk farming and copper working are
well-developed there. Tobacco, pistachios,
barley, lentils and watermelons are among
the main agricultural products of the region.
Founded at the crossroads of Mesopotamia
and Anatolia and situated along the Silk Road,
Diyarbakır is also a historically important
city. It is a major destination for culture and
faith tourism, as it is home to the impressive
city walls and many historical caravanserais,
markets and sacred places. During the last
decade, the construction industry in Diyarbakir
has grown rapidly.

GAGF PARTNER: DENİZBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 36

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

FOUNDER AND CEO: NİZAM BAŞDAŞ

SME
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“We benefited from the GAGF loan
in order to improve our service
quality and modernise our fleet.”
Ertuğrul Yıldız, General Manager

YILDIZ TRANSPORTATION

Yıldız Transportation is the first venture of young

In 2014, Yıldız Transportation benefitted from a

businessman Ertuğrul Yıldız, who began to work at

GAGF loan of TRY 230,000 from Vakıfbank in order

the age of 18 with his father Cuma Yıldız, in Afşin,

to modernize their fleet and improve their service

a distant township of Kahramanmaraş.

quality. Having reached a turnover of TRY 1.2 million
in 2014, Ertuğrul Yıldız is determined to continue

Unlike the typical farming pattern of their area,

to grow the family venture and expand its service

the father and son founded a company to offer

network to other provinces in Turkey.

personnel transportation services for the workforce
of the thermal power plants located in the province.
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TRANSPORTATION
KAHRAMANMARAŞ/AFŞİN
Afşin is a town in the province of Kahramanmaraş,
situated in the Mediterranean region of Turkey,
with a population of 85,000. It is home to the
Afşin-Elbistan Coal Plant, which generates
electricity using lignite coal mined from the
Afşin-Elbistan basin. Agriculture and livestock
activities have decreased since the coal plants
were built. Crops such as sugar beets, grains,
and vegetables are grown in Afşin.

GAGF PARTNER: VAKIFBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 24

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

ADDITIONAL
CREDIT
LINE

GENERAL MANAGER: ERTUĞTRUL YILDIZ
FOUNDER: CUMA YILDIZ

SME

Additional credit lines are made possible without increasing the collateral requirements for the SMEs.
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“We are now producing
Turkish delight thanks to
the GAGF loan.”

Ayhan Vural, Founder

MISKOS HALVA FOOD CO.

The Miskos Halva Food Co., was founded by Ayhan

and Kastamonu’s famous ground halva. Vural

Vural and his two brothers, who wished to continue

states that they used the GAGF loan of TRY 600,000

their fathers’ profession of halva production. The

from Halkbank to invest in an additional facility

company started its activities in 1996 in İstanbul.

to start producing “lokum,” (i.e. Turkish delight)

2

They moved to a 10,000 m production facility at

and “pismaniye,” another Turkish confectionery

the Kastamonu Organized Industry Zone in 2011

produced in fine strands made by blending flour

to meet the increasing demand, not only in the

roasted in butter into pulled sugar.

domestic market, but also from export markets
such as Europe, the US and the Arabian Peninsula.

Mr. Vural states that with this last expansion,
their number of employees increased from 30 to

The company, with a turnover of TRY 4.5 million in

50. His future goal for Miskos Halva Food Co. is to

2014, continues to grow its product range, which

expand Miskos’ market further and to add tastier

began with wafers and croquant, by adding new

high-quality products to its portfolio.

products such as “cezerye,” a traditional Turkish
confectionery made from caramelized carrots,
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MANUFACTURING
KASTAMONU
Located in the Black Sea region, Kastamonu
has a population of 370,000. Agricultural
activity in the province is limited due to its
mountainous and forested surroundings.
Kastamonu’s scenic beauty, canyons and dense
forests make it a good destination for nature
and winter tourism. Industry in Kastamonu, is
mainly based on forestry and it began to develop
in recent years. This new development offers
new opportunities for investors.

GAGF PARTNER: HALKBANK
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 50

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

FOUNDER: AYHAN VURAL

SME
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Micro-Enterprises

GREATER ANATOLIA GUARANTEE FACILITY

CASE STORIES
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KGF’s Transformational Story
The raison d’être of KGF1 is to provide guarantees

that would be the interface between KGF and

for micro-enterprises and SMEs so that they

its GAGF Partners3, enabling KGF to adopt the

have better access to finance when collateral

portfolio guarantee system and largely abandon

requirements become quite demanding. Being

the individual assessment techniques.

the only guarantee institution of the country,
this mission implies great potential, especially

The result exceeded expectations.

given the fact that SMEs constitute 99% of the
Turkish economy.2

KGF’s guarantee volumes increased substantially
following the introduction of PGS. Within six

Given the common objectives of reducing the

months, higher guarantee volumes were achieved

economic disparities within the country and

than what KGF guaranteed in total since 2011.

improving SMEs’ access to

Once PGS became fully functional

finance, KGF has been a partner

in 2014, KGF’s portfolio inclusions

of EIF under GAGF from the very

during the following quarter were

beginning. Since 2010, KGF has

10 times higher than a typical

been providing guarantees within

quarter of the year under GAGF. The

the context of GAGF to 1,800

total number of micro-enterprises

micro-enterprises and building

within PGS reached 10% of the total

up a portfolio of EUR 37,500,000

number of micro-enterprises that

loans with its GAGF Partners,

benefitted from guarantees since

counter-guaranteed by EIF.

the establishment of KGF in 1994.

Acknowledging its vital role in

On the inside, KGF’s procedures

increasing access to finance for Turkish micro-

and organisational structure were strengthened

enterprises and SMEs and identifying the need

for ensuring the sustainability of this success.

to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of its

KGF’s branch network strategy within the country

guarantee operations, EIF secured a significant

was redefined; the capacity and the number of

budget for technical assistance designed for KGF

branches were increased.

through GAGF’s capacity building component and
provided guidance for KGF to adapt a portfolio

In order to continue with this highly promising

approach next to its traditional loan by loan basis

trend, the counter-guarantee volume provided

approval procedure.

to KGF under GAGF was recently tripled from
EUR 37.5 million to EUR 112.5 million, which

Consequently, KGF introduced a new PGS with

also triples the amount of loans to be provided to

the assistance from the Frankfurt School of

micro-enterprises thanks to the KGF guarantee.

Finance & Management, the selected consultant

KGF will continue to be a key catalyser for GAGF

that led KGF’s transformation in 2014. PGS was

and support micro-enterprises in Turkey’s 43

designed to function as a web-based application

provinces until the end of 2017.

1 Kredi Garanti Fonu (Credit Guarantee Fund)
2 Source: Turkish Statistical Institute, SME Statistics, 2014
3 Currently they are Akbank, Finansbank, Garanti Bank, Isbank, Halkbank, TEB, Turkiye Finans, Sekerbank, ZiraatBank, however new GAGF
PARTNERs are expected due to the high demand from the market.
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“Access to a GAGF loan was quite
important for the high risk,
seasonal sector we are in.”

Onur Uzunoğlu, Founder

UZUNOĞLU KARDEŞLER

Following the guidance of his father, after

prefers to establish long-term relationships with

completing his agricultural engineering degree

the farmers in the coastal zones of the Black Sea

at Ankara University, Onur Uzunoğlu established

Region, but also with those in other Anatolian

his company in Samsun in 1995.

cities and in Thrace.

The Çarşamba Plain, where his company is

Mr. Uzunoğlu benefitted from the KGF/GAGF

located, is very rich in terms of its crop variety.

guarantee for a loan of TRY 14,500 to purchase

The company provides services for farmers in

agricultural products and manage their asset-

technical services, consultancy and financial

liability mismatch due to seasonality.

support. In addition to consultancy services,
their services include supply and cultivation of

He has plans to concentrate on agricultural

seeds, disinfection, irrigation, fertilization and

machinery and become more corporate in the

sales of harvests.

near future by recruiting more professional staff
into the company.

Mr. Uzunoğlu believes that the key to their business
is building a relationship of trust. The company
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AGRICULTURAL
ADVISORY
SAMSUN
Situated in the Black Sea region, Samsun
is one of the most industrially and
economically developed cities in the
region. With a population of 1,270,000,
the city’s economy comprises agriculture,
industry, livestock and tourism. Nearly
half of all land in the province is used
for agriculture.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 6

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

FOUNDER: ONUR UZUNOĞLU

MICRO-ENTERPRISE
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GAGF sowing the first seeds of
expanded operations.

MODA CENTER

Founded in Şanlıurfa in 2010, Moda Center is a

the KGF/GAGF guarantee was used as working

textile retailer active in its home city as well as

capital and in the procurement of a commercial

Şanlurfa’s districts and villages. The founder, Yaşar

vehicle for operations. With plans to expand the

Durmaz, succeeded in establishing his own retailing

business and begin wholesale distribution, Moda

business after running a textile store for 8 years.

Center registered a turnover of TRY 83,000 in 2014.

A loan of TRY 15,000 from İş Bank backed up by
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TRADE
ŞANLIURFA
Şanlıurfa is referred to as the “Pearl of
Southeastern Anatolia.” The city’s population
is 1,845,000. Agriculture and livestock form the
basis of Şanlıurfa’s economy. Wheat, lentils,
chickpeas and pistachios are among the
major agricultural products. Şanlıurfa hosts
Göbekli Tepe, which archaeologists consider
to be the oldest known temple in the world.
The Pool of Abraham (Balıklıgöl), which is also
located in Şanlıurfa, attracts many domestic
and foreign tourists.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 2

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

LONGER TERM
LOAN

FOUNDER: YAŞAR DURMAZ

MICRO-ENTERPRISE
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“I believe in the necessity of loans.
They pave the way for entrepreneurs.”
Ümit Yaşar Yiğit, Founder

KARKENT CLEANING PRODUCTS

Karkent Cleaning Products was established in

Mr. Yiğit states that by using the GAGF/KGF guarantee

2013 in Erzurum by Ümit Yaşar Yiğit, who worked

for a loan of TRY 148,500 from Akbank they increased

as a manager in various companies in the private

their number of employees to 3, bought a brand

sector for 25 years. Mr. Yiğit took the advice of a

new vehicle to be used for delivery of services,

friend to set up the company, but after working

and increased their product range from 120 to

together for 4 months, his partners decided to leave.

640 items.

Karkent, which supplies cleaning products to public
and private companies and restaurants, is also a

Mr. Yiğit’s short term plan is to move his store to

distributor of automated floor cleaning machines.

the city center and offer a showroom for five of

The company currently has 14 clients including

his top-selling machines. He thinks Erzurum has

municipalities in Erzurum and 6 neighbouring

great potential for the retail of automated floor

cities. The company’s turnover is on an upward

cleaning. His long term plan is to leave the detergent

trend and reached TRY 1.5 million in 2014.

business and focus more on the automated floor
cleaning side of the sector.
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CLEANING SERVICES
ERZURUM
With a population of 770,000, Erzurum is one of
the largest cities in Eastern Anatolia. The city
is situated on the historical Silk Road and it is
one of the most important trade centers both
in Eastern Anatolia and Turkey. Its economy
mainly relies on agriculture, but industry and
services sectors have also developed rapidly
in recent years. Manufacturing , mining and
energy sectors form the basis of industry in
Erzurum. Chemicals, plastics, metal , oil and
textiles stand out in terms of manufacturing
in the province. The city is also a popular
destination in Turkey for winter sports at the
nearby 3,185 m high Palandöken Mountain. The
city also hosts one of the largest universities
in Turkey, Ataturk University, with its more
than 40,000 students.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 3

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

LONGER TERM
CREDIT

FOUNDER: ÜMİT YAŞAR YİĞİT

MICRO-ENTERPRISE
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“Thanks to this loan, we were able to
modernise our dentistry equipment
and offer the highest level of quality
in our services.”
Yener Kasapoğlu, Founder

DENTIST YENER KASAPOĞLU

Yener Kasapoğlu, who dreamt of being a dentist

Finansbank provided Mr. Kasapoğlu a loan of

since childhood, achieved his goal when he opened

TRY 148,500 backed by the KGF/GAGF guarantee

his clinic in Rize after graduating from university

to renovate his dentistry equipment. Kasapoğlu

in 2003. Since that day, Mr. Kasapoğlu has been

continues to closely follow the state-of-the-art

inspirational for locals in improving their awareness

technology in dentistry to bring it to Rize.

of oral and dental health, and he also has patients
from provinces as far away as İstanbul.
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HEALTH SERVICES
RİZE
Rize is located in the eastern Black Sea region
and has a population of 330,000. Rize is the
rainiest province in Turkey all year around and
almost never experiences drought. Agriculture
is the most important source of income and tea
is the most widely grown crop. Tea processing
factories around Rize are an important source
of employment in the province and fruit farming
is also an important part of its economy.
Locations for nature, thermal and caving
tourism and birdwathcing are available in Rize,
which increasingly attracts more domestic
and foreign tourists.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 2

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

ADDITIONAL
CREDIT
LINE

FOUNDER: YENER KASAPOĞLU

MICRO-ENTERPRISE

Additional credit lines are made possible without increasing the collateral requirements for the SMEs.
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Supporting local entrepreneurs
that think out of the box.

MAVI FRUITS, BLUEBERRY ORGANIC
FARMING AND ARBORICULTURE
Blueberries are becoming a favorite crop among

Sea region, and decided to invest in this direction.

the farmers in the Black Sea region since it is a

Blueberries only recently became more popular

high income generating product. Tahir Çelik, who

in Turkey and are now being harvested on 350

founded Mavi Fruits Blueberry Organic Farming in

hectares of agricultural land in Rize. He gets his

2008 in Rize, is an entrepreneur who is displaying

share from his own 25-hectare orchard and sells

great effort to grow blueberry production within

to 81 provinces in Turkey.

the local economy in Rize and across Turkey.
Mr. Çelik benefited from the GAGF/KGF guarantee
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As the region is predominantly engaged in producing

for a loan of TRY 148,500 to invest in a cold storage

tea, Mr. Çelik searched for other suitable products

system for the delicate product to reach consumers

that had the potential to create higher economic

safely in the best possible conditions. One of his

value, reaching the conclusion that the highest

future goals is to carry out R&D activities to use

quality of blueberries could be grown in the Black

blueberries in pharmaceuticals.

AGRI-BUSINESS
RİZE
Rize is located in the eastern Black Sea region
and has a population of 330,000. Rize is the
rainiest province in Turkey all year around and
almost never experiences drought. Agriculture
is the most important source of income and tea
is the most widely grown crop. Tea processing
factories around Rize are an important source
of employment in the province and fruit farming
is also an important part of its economy.
Locations for nature, thermal and caving
tourism and birdwathcing are available in Rize,
which increasingly attracts more domestic
and foreign tourists.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 3

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

FOUNDER: TAHİR ÇELİK

MICRO-ENTERPRISE
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“The GAGF micro loan allowed
us to provide more space to
students of the region.”

Erol Ekşi, Founder

YALI HOSTEL AND STUDENT RESIDENCE

In 2014, Erol Ekşi, whose original profession was

with its 24 rooms rentable for 10 months, and

carpentry, decided to set up the Yalı Hostel and

provides accommodation for foreign tourists that

Student Residence along with his partner Önder

come to see the natural beauty of Trabzon during

Yılmaz, who had prior experience in the sector.

the summer break. The facility had a turnover

Although the facility was planned to be solely a

of TRY 145,000 in 2014. Mr. Ekşi and Mr. Yılmaz

student residence, it also became a hostel when the

have already opened a second building for new

partners spotted the tourism potential of Trabzon.

customers to come.

Mr. Ekşi states that they used the KGF/GAGF
guarantee for a loan of TRY 49,500 from Garanti
Bank for refurbishing the residence. The number
of employees increased from 2 to 5 after the loan.
Yalı Hostel now serves as a female student residence
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HOSPITALITY SERVICES
TRABZON
Trabzon is one of the largest cities in the Black
Sea region with a population of 766,000. Its
mild, rainy climate allows for the cultivation of
nuts, tea, tobacco, maize, apples, sugar beets,
citrus fruits and kiwis. Despite its rainy climate
throughout the year, Trabzon attracts tourists
from all around the world thanks to its natural
attractions such as forests, lakes, mountains
and plateaus. Trabzon hosts Karadeniz Technical
University since 1955, which was also the first
university established outside Istanbul and
Ankara in Turkey.

GAGF PARTNER: KGF
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 5

BENEFITS:

LOWER
INTEREST
RATE

LOWER
KGF
FEE

FOUNDER: EROL EKŞİ

MICRO ENTERPRISE
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